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While there is no doubt that technology has changed the way we live, work, and play, there are
very real threats associated with the increased use of technology and our growing dependence
on cyberspace. For instance, cyber attacks on the Indian Government alone increased 480%
from 2013 to 2018. Also, the breach of the Top Most Companies in last year resulted in a leak of
the private information of Crores customers. Incidents like these reinforce the risks that exist in
cyberspace and their potential impact in the real world. Nowadays, Cyber Crime spreading day
by day, in this course, we will study the basic concepts of computer security, Security
Fundamentals, Computer Networking, Internet & Web Security, Social Media security, Online
Shopping security, Cyber security law, policy and compliance, legal rights and liabilities
associated with computer security etc. This course specially design for students because they
know that how to operate the computer/mobile/internet, but they don’t know that How to
secure computer in digital world? Throughout this course, practical skills will also be acquired
through a series of interactive Cyber security workshops and case studies. 
Cyber security is the protection of computer systems from theft or damage to their hardware,
software or electronic data, as well as from disruption or misdirection of the services they
provide. Computer network is a set of computers connected together for the purpose of sharing
resources. The most common resource shared today is connection to the Internet.
Computers and modern technology are taking up a lot of teens' time. While there are some perks
to technology, there are also some negative things associated with it. As a result, incidents like
cyber crime and online fraud appear in the society.
Cyber Etiquette means Manners applied to the Internet and the use of technology in everyday
situations. Therefore it is necessary to know about Cyber Security measures and Information
Technology Law Rules for Cyber Etiquette.

About

Course Objective

The Prime Objective of the MPCON is to establish a Professional Platform of understanding and
thereby carrying out the development of cyber defence skills which in-turn will protect citizens,
businesses, critical infrastructures of the state, and e-governance by establishing a
collaborative platform for cyber security to provide a secure cyberspace to the society.
By undergoing the Cyber Security, one should be able to acquire deep knowledge of handling
computer & following types of security threats:
·         To prepare students with the technical knowledge and skills needed to protect and defend
computer systems and networks.
To develop students that can plan, implement, and monitor cyber security mechanisms to help
ensure the protection of information technology assets.
·         Provide the Security for computer, internet, social media etc.
·         Respond to resolve, and recover from cyber incidents and attacks through timely
information sharing, collaboration and action
·         Establish a legal and regulatory framework to enable safe and vibrant cyberspace



Trainee will Learn

i.           Networking because Networking is the base of information security
ii.         Working in techno legal aspects because nowadays every companies needs this.
iii.       Much aware about cyber crime, cyber law and IPR related issues and secure in   cyber
space with legal approach.
iv.       Have clear vision about your career and future in cyber law, security
v.         Able to secure your all information in online world.
vi.       Eligible to get job in Cyber security companies.
vii.     About different types of cyber crimes
viii.   Cyber law and legal issue related to computer & internet applicatione

Job Oppourtinies

Cyber security is the new technological age is of greater importance than it has ever been before
because the entire globe is now involved and connected. So many career options like IT
Officer/Head, Information Security Officer, CISO, Security Analyst, Networking Analyst,
Security Head, IT Consultant Etc. in various Government/Private Organization/Society.

Course Details
i.  Course Code                       : MPCEDR 202
2. Course Name                      : “Diploma in Cyber Security & Cyber Etiquettes”
3. Duration of Course         : 720 hours (1 Year  ) #Duration of Each class is 2 hours
4. Minimum Eligibility       : 12th Pass
5. Course fee                           : 75,000/- (including Registration fee & Exam Fee) + 18% (GST)            
                  
6. Course Contents              : 
 
1.      Introduction of Cyber Space & Computer Network
2.      Security Fundamentals
3.      Cyber Space Security
4.      Internet & Web Security
5.      password, Wireless/wired Security
6.      Computer Networking
7.      Network Security
8.      Cyber Etiquettes
9.      Cyber Crime
10.    Cyber Laws
11.     Practical

REMARK – FOR DETAILED COURSE CONTENT VISIT OUR NEAREST

STUDY CENTER.


